The Bazaar by José Andrés, the world-renowned restaurant from the culinary icon, makes its Miami debut with a vibrant mix of sophisticated cuisine and playful indoor and outdoor lounge spaces. Dining transcends into fête extraordinaire as guests enjoy a collection of imaginative culinary experiences that offer pioneering delicacies and delicious libations. A story in contrasts, The Bazaar menu blends tradition and ingenuity in true Spanish style and mixes them with influences from South Beach’s local Latin flavors and rich history.

HIGHLIGHTS
- Accommodates up to 400 guests
  - Blanca for up to 80
  - Bar Centro for up to 100
  - Rojo for up to 80
  - The Terrace for up to 100
  - Sam’s, an exclusive private room on the mezzanine level, for up to 60
- Theatrical and dynamic Philippe Starck design
- Pioneering culinary creations from James Beard award-winning chef José Andrés
- Innovative mixologists crafting delectable cocktails with a twist
- Full-service bars
- Valet parking available
- Ideally located on the corner of 17th and Collins at SLS Hotel South Beach

AWARDS
- ★★★½, “A fun, sexy triumph” - The Miami Herald
- Open Table’s 2013 “Top 100 Hot Spot Restaurants”
- Open Table’s Diners Choice Awards “Fit For Foodies”
- 2012 Eater Awards – “So Hot Right Now”

LOCATION
SLS Hotel South Beach 1701 Collins Avenue Miami Beach, FL 33139

EVENT SALES
305.455.1845 | slshotels.com/events | events@sbe.com
THE BAZAAR®
BY JOSÉ ANDRÉS
AT SLS HOTEL® SOUTH BEACH
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